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Dear Readers,
The past few months have been eventful
ones. The seventh E.ON ERC Annual
Meeting was held this year, with a particular focus on innovations and their effects
on energy markets. At almost the same
time, a new high-performance test bench
was commissioned in the testing hall at
our energy research center. The test bench
offers a level of variability that makes it
unique in its performance class. Generators, motors, and turbine drives are tested
and studied here, as are inverters and
DC-to-DC converters. The real-time simulation of large-scale wind farms developed jointly by ACS and PGS helps integrate renewable energy into grids. And
a new FCN study shows how to motivate
consumers to conserve energy.
Happy reading!
Rik W. De Doncker

E.ON ERC I Testing infrastructure
Investing millions in the German energy transition
New high-performance test bench inaugurated at the E.ON Energy Research Center
The Institute for Power Generation and
Storage Systems (PGS) at the E.ON Energy
Research Center (E.ON ERC) at RWTH Aachen
University now has an innovative test bench
for power electronics inverters and high-speed
drives in the megawatt range. The new facility
allows in-depth testing of generators and the
associated power electronics components,
such as those used for drivetrains in powerful
wind turbines or high-speed gas turbines as
well as purely power electronics components,
such as inverters and DC-to-DC converters.
Many of these components are crucial to the
implementation of the German energy transition.

“With this test bench, we achieve a variability
found nowhere else in the world in the performance class up to 5 megawatts. Generators, motors,
and turbine drives can be
Prof. Dr. ir. Rik W. De Doncker,
Director of the E.ON ERC und
head of the institute PGS,
Alfons Rombach, GE Energy,
Dr.-Ing. Hanno Stagge, chief engineer at the PGS Institute
and Jürgen Roth, GE Energy
(from left) jointly inaugurated
the new test bench at the
E.ON ERC testing hall.
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tested here, as can inverters and DC-to-DC
converters. And the maximum speed of 15,000
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rotations per minute, at which the different
mechanical components are brought up to
speed on the specially crafted gearbox is
also very unusual. This allows us to examine
powertrains, including the built-in power electronics, with an intensity and reliability that
were not possible before,” explained Professor
Rik W. De Doncker, Director of the E.ON ERC
and head of the PGS Institute, at the official
inauguration. At the same time, he continued,
the built-in energy recovery feature
means that the energy used is
fed back into the testrig – after
deducting the inevitable losses due
to friction and conversion, of course.

operation and at a standstill. Located right
nearby, the Center for Wind Power Drives
(CWD), in which PGS is also involved, can additionally test the operation of entire nacelles.
This means RWTH Aachen University has
extensive capabilities for tests involving wind
turbines.
Drives for gas turbines and compressor plants
in the performance class of up to 5 megawatts
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arrays or wind turbines into the grid. These
kinds of inverters must be designed in such
a way that grid stability is not endangered.
Nowadays, inverters must be able to support
the grid in a fault situation. Tests for this functionality can also be performed using the new
test bench.

DC-to-DC converters are important elements
in future DC grids. This new test bench can
be used to test these kinds of
converters for medium-voltage
grids, i.e. up to a voltage of 5
kilovolts at performance levels
of as much as 5 megawatts.
These kinds of tests are highly
About one-fourth of the 1,000 m2
important to Forschungscampus
E.ON ERC testing hall is reserved for
Future Electrical Networks (FEN).
this new test bench and its technical
In this research project, which is
peripherals. Most of the technology
due to receive in its first phase
is from GE Energy, a company with
as much as 10 million euros
a wealth of experience with test
in funding from the German
benches and power electronics.
Federal Ministry of Education
The overall investment came to 2.8
and Research (BMBF), E.ON ERC
million euros, financed by the state
is leading the work performed
of North Rhine-Westphalia and by Three different shafts bring the drive systems being tested up to speed at speeds of
by multiple institutes at RWTH
the German federal government. as much as 1,800, 7,500, or 15,000 rotations per minute, respectively.
Aachen University in cooperaThe Institute’s own contribution to
tion with well-known companies,
setting up the bench and the planning process
work at speeds of over 10,000 rotations per
focusing on topics that include the further
was 300,000 euros. Another 300,000 euros will
minute. In the process, the electric generator/
development of medium-voltage DC grids.
be needed to finance the planned expansion
motor itself generally rotates at a signififor additional tests involving inverters.
cantly lower speed (about 1,500 rpm), with
the speed being adjusted via an intermediate
The test bench is highly versatile. It can test
gear mechanism. Advanced electric machines,
Commissioning of a High-Power Test
generators and drive systems in the perforhowever, can reach the necessary rotational
Bench and Extension for HIL Testing, a
mance class up to 5 megawatts at voltages
speeds directly if they are operated via a
report on this new test bench, will be
of up to 5 kilovolts (DC) and 3.3 kilovolts (AC).
power electronics inverter, plus they are also
published soon.
Three different shafts bring these kinds of
highly compact. In addition, this combination
The publication
drive systems, consisting of an electrical
enables load-dependent variable-speed operadescribes how
machine and associated inverter, up to speed
tion, which in turn has a highly positive effect
the test bench
at speeds of as much as 1,800, 7,500, or 15,000
on the efficiency of the gas turbine connected
works,
the
rotations per minute, respectively. Tests
to the system. PGS plans to use the new test
various configinvolving inverters and DC-to-DC converters
bench to work closely with manufacturers and
urations and
are performed at a maximum of 5 megawatts
other institutes at RWTH Aachen University to
the preliminary
of power and voltage of up to 5 kilovolts.
develop corresponding drives.
work performed
at ACS and PGS.
Detailed testing options
Inverters in the megawatt performance class
It will be posted
are critical components when it comes to inteonline on E.ON
Tests involving drivetrains of wind turbines,
grating renewable energy sources into the
ERC Website for downloading once it is
consisting of a generator and power eleccomplex system used to supply power. These
published.
tronics inverter, are performed both during
are used to feed the power generated by solar
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E.ON ERC I Annual Meeting 2014
How innovations drive energy markets
“Innovation and Energy Markets” was the
theme of this year’s E.ON ERC Annual Meeting.
Numerous representatives of the scientific
research and academic sectors, the business
community, and government agencies traveled
to Aachen for the event to visit the E.ON Energy
Research Center at RWTH Aachen University
and learn and talk about where the relevant
research currently stands and what it means
for the German energy transition.
Shifting the German energy supply system
toward an energy and power supply with low
CO2 emissions is a major focus of research and
development activities at the E.ON ERC and the
German and international research institutions
with which it cooperates. The presentations
at this year’s annual meeting focused on key
technologies and research programs that are
paving the way to a sustainable energy supply.
Speakers discussed how these kinds of innovations affect (and could affect) energy markets.
Participants talked about how the energy
industry adopts and implements innovations
like these, and the available implementation
options. Against this background, market
options were examined with an eye to the associated opportunities and risks.

Programm des 7. E.ON ERC Annual Meeting 2014
Prof. R. De Doncker	Tradeoffs between Grid Expansion, Demand Response and Energy
Storage, and the Role of Material Balances and Scarity
Prof. P. Pearson	Technological Lock-in and Path Dependency: Why do History and
		
Incumbent Technology Systems Matter?
Dr. R. Streblow

Energy Innovation in the City District

Prof. M. Fischedick	Sustainable Urban Infrastructures – Innovation City Approaches and
		
Integrative Planning
Prof. A. Monti	Components and Prerequisites for the Smart Grid Revolution
J. Päivärinta	Demand for Smart Grid Investments and Services Enabled
Prof. D. U. Sauer	New Storage Options, Time-to-Market, and Learning Curves
Prof. R. Madlener	Long-Term Perspectives of Massive Storage Technologies
Prof. C. Clauser	New Concepts for Reservoir Exploration, Development, and Operation
W. Rohlfs	Optimal Sequential Investment in Exploration & Production under
		
Uncertainty from an Economic Modeling Perspective
Dr. J.-H. Fabian	Innovation Strategies of Multi-National Companies: to be a Real Innovator
Prof. F. Piller	Mass Customization and Personalization Based Business Models Applied
to the Energy World
Prof. L. Nilsson	Governing Transitions to Low Carbon Energy and Transport Systems 2050
		
(No presentation available for this talk)
The research findings (see box) presented
during the meeting by researchers and scientists from E.ON ERC together with colleagues
from the international research and business

sectors are available as PowerPoint presentations and can be requested as PDF files by
e-mailing newsletter@eonerc.rwth-aachen.de.

FCN I Energy efficiency
Well-informed consumers conserve more energy
Issuing an annual account statement for heating
and hot water costs alone raises awareness of
consumers’ consumption habits and costs,
which can help to conserve as much as 20
percent of the energy used. Now, in a broadbased meta-study analyzing 72 international
studies, FCN researchers have shown that wellinformed consumers who receive good information regularly are especially efficient in their
use of energy. According to the study results
presented, informing residents of their energy

use regularly during the year can reduce annual
heating and hot water consumption by another
seven to twelve percent.
The study, published on behalf of the Heating
and Water Cost Allocation Working Group
(Arbeitsgemeinschaft Heiz- und Wasserkostenverteilung) and titled “Subannual Billing Information for Heating and Water Costs,” is the most
extensive scientific publication on this topic. The
studies that the FCN team headed by Professor
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Madlener analyzed to produce it attest to a longterm conservation effect, in that users receive
direct information about the impact of their
heating habits in the form of timely consumption information and then adjust their behavior
on this basis. “In this process,” Madlener says,
“neither the energy supplier nor the form of
information plays a major role. The crucial factor
in achieving this conservation effect is, above
all, simple and understandable information on
consumers’ use of energy.”
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energy use. After all, more than 80 percent of
the energy used in German households, for
example – and that is nearly one-third of all
energy consumed in Germany – goes toward
indoor heating and hot water.
The FCN study „Subannual Billing
Information for Heating and Water Costs“,
presented in June 2014, can be ordered
free of charge by e-mailing crosen@eonerc.
rwth-aachen.de.

ACS/PGS I Renewable energy
Real-time simulation for large wind farms
Real-time simulation of complex energy
supply systems is becoming more and more
important as power generation increasingly
shifts toward renewables. With this in mind,
two institutes – ACS and PGS – have teamed
up to develop a virtual testing platform that
can be used for high-precision simulations of
the electrical behavior of even large offshore
wind farms, among other scenarios.

The modular cluster, which consists of DSPs
(digital signal processors) and FPGAs (fieldprogrammable gate arrays) encompasses
20 component assemblies in all, termed
“boards,” each of which stands for a power
plant. This way, for example, a cluster can
represent an entire wind farm, but also other
power generators such as solar arrays and
combined heat and power (CHP) plants.

A number of simulation models were develThe newly created simulation infrastrucoped and tested in this context. A specially
ture allows ACS to study and plan complex
developed simulation cluster adds new
power supply systems, from large offshore
options in real-time simulation for distribwind farms to the power supply system for
uted electrical units. With
urban areas, on a virtual
its modular structure, the
basis. This represents an
new testing infrastructure
addition to the portfolio of
can also be used to study
real-time simulators availhow volatile power generaable at the Institute, prevition at large-scale wind
ously consisting of the
farms affects the national
commercial products RTDS
transmission network. Other
and OPAL-RT. The various
complex issues, such as
simulators can be linked
supplying power to urban
together depending on the
areas with numerous small,
requirements of the study.
decentralized power plants
This makes it possible to
can also be studied. All that
integrate energy from
is necessary to do this is
wind and other renewable
specific simulation models
sources securely and relithat fit the real-world situa- Each board in this cluster
ably into the power supply
represents a power plant.
tion.
system.
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E.ON ERC Ticker
Forschungscampus Future Electrical
Networks (FEN) (see Research & News
3/2013) is entering its first main phase.
Following the approval of
the funding in the amount
of ten million euros by
the German Federal
Ministry of Education and
Research (BMBF), a research consortium
will spend the next five years studying the
potential of DC technology in the expansion of grids. Thanks to the cooperation of
well-known partners from industrial and
research sectors, the overall budget will
amount to at least 20 million euros.
***
Dr. Norbert Klitzsch (GGE, at right in photo)
received an award for the best teaching
at GeoTag 2014 from the Geoscience and
Resource Management Student Representative Council
for his Applied
Geophysics I/
II course. The
award, which
comes with a prize of 2,000 euros, has been
given out since 2010. Students vote for the
winner. The prize money serves to improve
quality in instructional activities.

Source: A. v. Berg

Measures to reach the EU’s stated goal of
reducing energy consumption by 20 percent
between 1990 and 2020 have so far focused on
modernizing the systems and technology and
building shell of existing buildings to maximize
energy efficiency. Now the goal is to prompt
consumers throughout the EU to make a bigger
contribution to conserving energy. To enable
them to do so, the European Energy Efficiency
Directive (EED) specifies that consumers should
be able to better ascertain and affect their
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***
The fifth “Buildings – Energy – Technology”
Symposium was held on the topic of the 2014
German Energy Conservation Ordinance
(EnEV) – Effects on Practice at the E.ON
ERC in early July. Event organizers included
“Verein der Förderer der Forschung und
Lehre in der Raumklimatechnik” (Prof. Müller,
EBC). The effects of the 2014 EnEV on insulation and insulating materials, design and
construction, and systems engineering were
discussed, as was the evaluation of ventilation and air conditioning systems pursuant to
the 2014 EnEV. The event was capped off by
an intensive discussion, bringing home just
how important the Energy Conservation Ordinance is in terms of planning and execution
of new construction and renovation activities.
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E.ON ERC I International Energy Cooperation Program (IECP)
“Learned a lot, made international friends, discovered new perspectives”
“Right from the start of my studies, my goal was
to do an internship in the United States. The fact
that I was then able to realize that objective at the
FREEDM Systems Center at North Carolina State
University in Raleigh was definitely something
special.” After four semesters of electrical engineering, Martin Gerlach lived out his dream with
the help of the E.ON ERC International Energy
Cooperation Programm (IECP). Gerlach, a student
at RWTH Aachen University, spent five months in
the United States, where he participated in the
development of a medium-voltage DC system.

Gerlach is especially happy that beyond the
technical level, he learned to present projects
in seminars and within groups of colleagues.
He also gained excellent insight into American
student life – particularly because he shared an
apartment with three American students during
his stay in Raleigh. Besides that, he played on
the NCSU rugby team, which was surely also not
a disadvantage when it came to good integration in the host setting. Gerlach has high praise
for the organizational support he received on
both sides of the Atlantic. The team in Aachen

into the future as the costs of decentralized
power generation decrease and the costs of
obtaining electricity via the grid continue to
rise. With this development in place, he said, it
is not uncommon for traditional suppliers to be
forced to shut down power plants and seriously
reconsider their previous business models. In
his presentation, Sioshansi offered a detailed
discussion of the current and possible future
consequences of this trend.
Dr. Sioshansi’s talk was based
substantially on his recently
published book „Distributed
Generation and Its Implications
for the Utility Industry“.

Events/Calendar
September 22–24, 2014	BauSIM 2014, main subject: Building for People,
		
IBPSA Conference at RWTH Aachen University
		
(http://bausim2014.ibpsa-germany.org/index.php)
September 24–26, 2014	
2014 IEEE International Workshop on Applied Measurements for
Power Systems • AMPS; E.ON ERC, RWTH Aachen University
		
(http://amps2014.ieee-ims.org)
June 22–25, 2015

Gerlach’s overall summary: “Anyone who wants
to see studying from a different perspective and
is interested in foreign cultures and languages
and in international contacts is in excellent
hands with the IECP and its partner universities.”

E.ON ERC I E.ON Energy Research Center,
RWTH Aachen University,
Prof. Dr. ir. Dr. h. c. Rik W. De Doncker

FCN I Colloquium
At the invitation of Professor Madlener (at
left in photo), head of the FCN institute, Dr.
Fereidoon P. Sioshansi (at right), President
of Menlo Energy Economics, gave a talk titled
The Impact of Distributed Generation on
Utility Business Models: How Imminent, How
Serious? as part of the E.ON ERC colloquium
series. For the first time in the history of energy
provision, Sioshansi said, energy consumers
are now able to generate their own electricity,
and to do so at costs that – at
least in high-priced areas – are
the same or even lower than
those that apply via the grid
and a supplier. In Sioshansi’s
opinion, this trend will continue

was very helpful with organization, he says, and
the organizational and subject-specific support
he received in Raleigh also “couldn’t have been
better,” as he puts it.

 EDG2015 • The 6th International Symposium on Power Electronics
P
for Distributed Generation Systems, E.ON ERC, RWTH Aachen
University (www.pedg2015.org)
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ACS I Automation of Complex Power
Systems, Prof. Antonello Monti, Ph. D.
EBC I Energy Efficient Buildings and Indoor
Climate, Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dirk Müller
FCN I Future Energy Consumer Needs and
Behavior,
Prof. Dr. rer. soc. oec. Reinhard Madlener
GGE I Applied Geophysics and Geothermal
Energy, Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Christoph Clauser
PGS I Power Generation and Storage Systems,
Prof. Dr. ir. Dr. h. c. Rik W. De Doncker
Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Dirk Uwe Sauer
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